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Organization

Country

Business
Category

Business
Interest

Sector

Business Interest

Company Profile

Andritz India

Austria

Manufacturing,
Import/Export

Export

Power,
energy, IPPs

ANDRITZ HYDRO are a part of one of the largest
conglomerate of Austria, ANDRITZ AG, which is
headquartered at Graz. ANDRITZ HYDRO is a global
supplier of electromechanical systems and services
â€œfrom water-to-wireâ€œ for hydropower plants and
one of the leaders in the world market for hydraulic
power generation. ANDRITZ HYDRO also has two state
of the art manufacturing facilities in India.
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LongWealth
GmbH

Austria

Legal
Consultancy

Investment in
India, Joint
Venture

smart city,
Skill India
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Indian
Bulgarian
Business
Chamber

Bulgaria

Service
Provider, Legal
Consultancy

Investment in
India, Joint
Venture

Investments
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Easywebby Ltd.

Bulgaria

Manufacturing,
Service
Provider,
Import/Export

IT
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Software
Group

Bulgaria

Service Provider

Export, Import,
Investment in
India,
Technical
Collaboration
Joint Venture

Look forward to
meeting power plant
developers in thermal
and hydro. Hydro for
the electro-mechanical
equipment thermal for
the air pollution
control of thermal
plants through FGD
Our business interest is
to bring European
Excellence for a Global
India. We work with
high end technology
driven companies in
Europe and bring them
to India. - Urban
Development - Skill
India
I chair the Indian
Bulgarian Business
Chamber and have
interest in developing
the relations with
Indian businesses
interested in South
East Europe and in
business opportunities
in India.
IT

We are looking to
partner with software
solution companies
that have presence in
the Financial services
sector, specifically
banking micro-finance

Software Group is an advanced technology company
focused on end-to-end solutions for the financial
services and retail sector. Based out of Sofia in Bulgaria,
with 9 offices worldwide, it has an experienced team of
300+ professionals which is committed to the efficient
delivery of innovative solutions and one that has an
outstanding track record of handling complex

Software
solutions

Our business interest is to bring European Excellence
for a Global India. We work with high end technology
driven companies in Europe to close joint ventures in
India and fuel further Indias economic growth. Our
clients vary in the sectors of urban public transport,
renewable energy solarthermal, biofuel, electric and
composite vehicles, aerospace and defence, healthcare
provision

IBBC aims to develop business relations between India
and Bulgaria and South east Europe.

Web design and development, web marketing, web and
mobile advertising.

to assist us in
deploying and
supporting our
solutions in the Mobile
,Agency banking ,
Alternate Electronic
and Digital banking.
We are interested to
meet with the
Manufacturers of
Peanuts, and other
agro commodities
exporters
EPC of RES plants

development projects. Software Group prides itself on
delivering products and services which adhere to the
principles of quality, transparency and affordability in
the field of Digital banking. we have 200+ clients in 50+
countries , Our Mission is to help the millions of un and
under-banked people globally gain access to financial
services by use of Digital banking solutions.
We import the products into Bulgaria, and cater to local
whole sellers and manufactures of processed food
items and to exporters to the neighboring.

We supply more than 150 different catalysts and have
the capability to design and manufacture custom
catalysts for specific tasks. We can provide a complete
range of proprietary equipment, spare parts and
consumables, designed and manufactured to work
optimally. We offer a full range of engineering,
technical, business and training services, backed by
deep insight and decades of hands-on experience.
www.topsoe.com
Novo Nordisk is a global healthcare company with more
than 90 years of innovation and leadership in diabetes
care. This heritage has given us experience and
capabilities that also enable us to help people defeat
other serious chronic conditions haemophilia, growth
disorders and obesity. Our ambition is to take the lead
in each of these areas, driving change with an unfailing
belief that it can be done. Headquartered in Denmark,
Novo Nordisk employs approximately 41,600 people in
75 countries and markets its products in more than 180
countries.
The Maersk Group is an integrated transport logistics
company with multiple brands and is a global leader in
container shipping and ports. Including a stand-alone
Energy division, the Maersk Group employs roughly
88.000 employees across operations in 130 countries.
Transport Logistics consists of Maersk Line, APM
Terminals, Damco, Svitzer and Maersk Container
Industry. The mission of these businesses is to enable
and facilitate global supply chains and provide
opportunities for our customers to trade globally.
Energy consists of Maersk Oil, Maersk Drilling, Maersk
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Mega-Splits Ltd

Bulgaria

Manufacturing

Import

Peanuts,
Raisins,
Sesame etc.,
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Greenzone
Bulgaria

Bulgaria

Service Provider

Joint Venture

RES
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Haldor Topsoe

Denmark

Manufacturing,
Service Provider

Joint Venture,
Technical
Collaboration,
Others

Petroleum
Refinery
Fertilizer clean
energy
chemical

Chemical processing
hydro processing
emission management
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Novo Nordisk
India

Denmark

Import/Export

Others

Health care
Pharma

Exploring PPP
opportunities with
state and National
government in
diabetes care domain
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Maersk Group

Denmark

Service Provider

Others

Shipping and
Energy

Shipping, Transport
Logistics, Energy

EPC of RES projects-PV, Hydro and W2E Bio Toilet
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Finlin
Disposables Oy

Finland

Manufacturing,
Import/Export

Export,
Investment in
India

High End
Manufacturing

Establishment of niche
high tech
manufacturing in India,
network with
stakeholders in Indian
bureaucracy.
ICT companies
collaboration for large
scale EduTech apps
development,
Marketing partners
and franchisee
development
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CCE Finland Oy

Finland

Service Provider

Investment in
India, Joint
Venture

Education,
Technology
and Travel

13

Tuxconn Oy

Finland

Service
Provider,
Import/Export

Export, Import
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Olympia
Electronics

Greece

Manufacturing

Export

ICT, Clean
technology,
Education,
Healthcare
Emergency
Electronics

Our interest is to boost
Euro-India business
from startups to large
business.
We are looking for
distributors to move
our products, like
electrical wholesalers,
electrical contractors
etc
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MagikMe Ltd

Hungary

Manufacturing,
Import/Export,
Trader

Import, Joint
Venture,
Others

Life sciences,
social
innovation

Im looking for joint
venture, investor or
customers for our
product spreding in
India.

Supply Service and Maersk Tankers. Maersk Group has a
storied past, and we are proud of our long history. Our
history is part of our platform for future success and
thus intimately linked to our present activities and
future goals. The legal entity, A.P. MÃ¸ller â€“ MÃ¦rsk
AS is listed on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange
We are into disposable tableware segment. We
currently export disposable tabletop and dining decor
products.

Council for Creative Education CCE is an international,
research based, collaborative organization which
provides customized educational solutions to foster
creativity and quality of education. We develop allround programs for various stakeholders of education
sector like students, teachers, administration, school
management, support staff, parents society. We
support primary, secondary to higher education with
education system reform, developing learner-cenetered
schools, creative pedagogy, quality assessment and
performance development, professional development,
ICT development and teacher training, as well as
supporting innovations in vocational and higher
education.
We focus on RD services, Euro-India business consulting
and skill development.

Olympia Electronics is one of the biggest and well
known manufacturing companies of electronics in
Europe, specialized in the production of Emergency
Lighting, Fire Detection Systems, Burglar Alarm Systems,
Gas Detection Systems, Access Control System and
Room Thermostats among others, exporting to 72
countries all over the world.
MagikMe Ltd, was founded by parents raising disabled
children designs and sells special playground equipment
on which able-bodied and disabled children can play
together, the latter without using wheelchairs. The
mission of MagikMe is to enable early childhood
integration of the disabled and to shape the attitude of
the majority towards the disabled, thus facilitating
dialog and cooperation. The beneficiaries of the
playground equipments are families of local
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HEAT-Group

Hungary

Manufacturing

Technical
Collaboration

natural gas

We are looking for
cooperation partner
with knowledge and
client bas for natural
gas industry
Building engineering,
Renewable energy.
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Siva Group Zrt

Hungary

Manufacturing,
Service
Provider,
Import/Export,
Trader

Export, Import,
Joint Venture,
Others

building
engineering
and
renewable
energy
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Bhandar

Latvia

Manufacturing,
Service
Provider,
Import/Export,
Trader

Export, Import,
Joint Venture,
Others

transport,
logistics, ports

To establish a
collaboration between
Indian exporters
imports to from CIS,
Russia, Scandinavia,
Northern Europe and
Baltic States using Riga
Freeport, Riga, Latvia
as a hub and to help
them enter in
mentioned markets,
providing port services,
warehouse services
and all supporting legal
etc. services.
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Sia Cargo
Service

Latvia

Service Provider

Export,
Technical
Collaboration

supply chain

Exporters with
requirement of supply
chain for Russia and
CIS

communities, while the customers are the ones building
and maintaining playgrounds local municipalities,
educational institutions, property developers, landscape
architects and distributors.
We are manufacturer of natural gas reducing filtering
and metering stations and its components and pressure
vesslels. We are looking for business partners.

Siva-group plc is made up of our formerly established
Companies, the activities of which can be exploited by
putting them under one Umbrella-brand. Keeping in
mind energy efficiency as priority, Siva-Group plc. unites
two main branches . one branch is building engineering
, represented by the 23-year old Siva-Mont Ltd and the
10years old Siva-tradeSrl. The other barnch is dedicated
to exoanding the use of solar energy through our
premium quality Asolar solar panel factory, AgulhassSolar Ltd., and our solar powe plant construction
company, Siva-Solar Ltd.
Project BHANDAR Promises Innovative Supply Chain
Strategies In A Range Of Markets ï•¶ Strongly Focusing
On Mediating What The Market Demand Is To Our Proactive Clients ï•¶ Continuing Our Study Of The
Expanding Global Market ï•¶ Welcoming Foreign Trade
Emerging Markets That Deem In Acquisition.
"BHANDAR", The Term Derived From Old Hindi,
Meaning "Repository" Or A Facility Where Oneâ€™s
Things Can Be Deposited For Storage Safekeeping.
Bringing Forth Multi-Cultural Values Strategies To
Create a Networking Of Relations For Future Business
Possibilities. We Expect With Our Partners Clients To
Create A Hub For Global Networking. Offering Our
International Customers ï•¶ Supply Chain Solutions ï•¶
Multi-modal Logistics Services ï•¶ Market Penetration
Tools ï•¶ Warehousing Rigaâ€™s Strategic Placement
ï•¶ A Strategic Cross-point Of Both North-South EastWest Trade Flows Providing Multi-modal Transit Bridges
Through CIS Eastern Europe ï•¶ Latvia Costs Still Remain
Way Below Other EU Ports Like Rotterdam, Hamburg
And Kotka, Etc.
We as a company are providing supply chain solutions
to various companies world wide including India . In
India our main customers are pharma companies
namely Sun . JBCPL , Himalaya, JJ and many others
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Folis

Lithuania

Manufacturing

Export, Import,
Joint Venture,
Others

21

Indian Home

Lithuania

Service
Provider,
Import/Export,
Trader, Legal
Consultancy

Export, Import,
Joint Venture

Indian
production
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UAB Rubineta

Lithuania

Manufacturing,
Import/Export

Export, Import

Sanitary
faucets and
sanitary
accessories
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UAB FOLIS

Lithuania

Import/Export,
Trader

Import, Joint
Venture,
Technical
Collaboration,
Others

Looking for
new suppliers
and customers
for new and
second hand
machinery for
graphic
industry and
customers for
RFID products

Supplying the printing
houses with printing
machinery,
consumables and
service, producing of
RFID tags
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Joint Stock
Company
"Jumps"

Lithuania

Manufacturing,
Import/Export,
Trader

Export,
Investment in
India, Others

Oil industry

Our company is looking
for collaboration with
potential partners in
the energy trading
industry for the
supplying and trading

Direct no intermediate
production import
from India and
distribution realization
in European Union and
in the countries of
Customs Union.
Mediation in areas of
finance and business
consultation.
We are interested in
finding new partners
and clients. Our goal is
to establish business
relationship with our
potential distributors.

Company is engaged in press equipment supply,
printing process supply, wholesale of printing materials,
warranty and post warranty printing equipment
maintenance and repai
Development of the internet store www.e-india.eu is
created to be accessible for everyone and fulfill wide
range of different type of demand, which concept
connects high quality Indian products and smart retail
price politics. â€œe-india.euâ€• internet store activity is
monitored through â€œIndian Home" Ltd.

RUBINETAÂ® is the European brand of certified sanitary
faucets and sanitary accessories best noted for their
faultless quality, modern design, innovative
technologies and the first-class service. The
RUBINETAÂ® trademark is known both in Lithuania and
many countries of Europe and in the CIS since 1999, and
has proven itself in the market as a reliable partner
ensuring successful cooperation.
Folis, JSC started its business in 1992. It is engaged in
press equipment supply, printing process supply,
wholesale of printing materials, warranty and post
warranty printing equipment maintenance and repair.
The company represents famous polygraphic
equipment and materials manufacturers Kodak â€“ the
world-famous manufacture of preprint process
equipment and a variety of polygraphy materials,
manroland web systems â€“ manufacturer of web
offset printing machines, Grafikontrol â€“ register
systems manufacturer helping to save time and
materials, Fujifilm â€“ manufacturer of chemicals etc.
Folis is a reliable partner, ready to help the client to
identify their preferred and most affordable solution
and to advise on choosing the correct product. The
company employs two dozen of professionals for your
service from managers to directors, from accountants
to engineers
Gas oil, fuel oil and other petroleum products trading
and manufacturing throughout Baltic region and
neighboring countries 1. Trade of petroleum products in
large bulk shipborne batches 2. Diesel oil sale to end
customers 3. petroleum and petrochemical products

of petroleum and
petrochemical
products.
IPCCI is a chamber of
commerce assisting
Polaih and Indian
business
IPCCI is a chamber of
commerce

transportation 4. Recycling of waste oil 5. Raw materials
supply 6. Production of bunker oil. 7. Other.

- cooperation in the
scope of promotion
the Indian companies
on the polish market trade fairs and events
â€“ cooperation with
Indian fair agents collaboration with the
business associations,
governmental trade
offices to support
indian companies in
entering the Polish
market
Delivery of Flue Gas
Treatment and
Fluidized Bed Boilers.
Rehabilitation of
existing boilers,

Ptak Warsaw Expo is the biggest Exhibition and
Congress Centre in Central Europe. It was founded as a
place to organize international trade fairs, exhibitions,
congresses, conferences and commercial events also by
external companies. Ptak Warsaw Expo offers 143 000
sq.m. of exhibition space in 6 modern halls and more
than 500 000 sq.m. of external surface. With its
excellent location, 10 min drive to Polandâ€™s biggest
airport - Chopin International Airport, Ptak Warsaw
Expo boasts a quick and easy access from both national
and international communications. Due to its numerous
advantages, Ptak Warsaw Expo provides perfect
conditions for business meetings at the highest level.
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IPCCI

Poland

Service Provider

Others

Tourism trade
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IPCCI

Poland

Service Provider

Others

Tourism trade
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PTAK S.A

Poland

Service Provider

Others

fair agents
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RAFAKO S.A.

Poland

Import/Export

Export,
Technical
Collaboration

Energy
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Grinfinity Sp. z
o.o.

Poland

Service Provider

Export,
Technical
Collaboration

IT, energy
efficiency

1. Sales Grinfy in the
India Market 2.
Develop channel
partners 3.
Cooperation ithe field
of resarch and develop
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Remontowa
Shipbuilding
S.A.

Poland

Manufacturing,
Import/Export

Export, Joint
Venture,
Technical
Collaboration

Shipbuilding
marine
industry in
general

We look forward to
meeting
representatives of the
Indian marine sector
and presenting the

IPCCI is chamber of commerce

IPCCI is a chamber of commerce

Currently RAFAKO offers general contracting within the
scope of fossil or biomass fired power generation units
and municipal waste thermal treatment plants,
specializing in boiler Island, including PC boilers, for suband supercritical steam parameters, CFB boilers, HRSG
and stoker fired boiler as well as flue gas treatment
FGD, DeNOx dedusting system and equipment.
Grinfinity is a company that concentrates on improving
energy efficiency of companies, institutions, and homes
through the use of smart IT solutions. Its main product
is a platform for monitoring and controling computers
and other devices with a special focus on energy
efficiency issues. Grinfinity helps its customers to
analyse their infrastructure, create user profiles, detect
anomalies and find solutions that optimise overall
efficiency. The list of Grinfinity customers includes large
industrial corporations, university campuses, and public
administration bodies.
Remontowa Shipbuilding is a newbuilding yard being a
member of Remontowa Holding â€“ the largest
shipbuilding capital group in Poland. During 70 years of
activity Remontowa Shipbuilding has delivered over
1000 vessels of different type to shipowners all around
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LOT Polish
Airlines

Poland

Service Provider

Joint Venture

Aviation,
Transport,
Tourism

32

Ptak S.A.

Poland

Manufacturing,
Service
Provider,
Import/Export,
Trader, Legal
Consultancy

Export, Import,
Investment in
India, Joint
Venture,
Technical
Collaboration,
Others

Textile
industry,
Fashion
industry
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EVPÃš a.s.

Slovak
Republic

Manufacturing,
Import/Export

Industry

34

Nektar natura

Slovenia

Manufacturing,
Service Provider

Import,
Technical
Collaboration
Investment in
India, Joint
Venture

Beverage
Industry

technical capabilities
and product portfolio
of our Shipyard. Our
goal is to establish a
presence in the Indian
market and discuss
potential cooperation
including transfer of
technologies and
know-how.
LOT Polish Airlines is
interested in
establishing close
commercial ties with
Indian entities active in
international air
transportation and
tourism industries.

Ptak Holding Fast
Textile International
Textile Fair is the most
important event of the
Polish textile industry.
It emerged in response
to the market need for
such events, quickly
becoming the largest
endeavor of that rank
in Central Europe.
Logistically and
logically conceived, the
Fair takes place in the
brand new Ptak
Warsaw Expo Halls.
httpfasttextile.comen
new cooperations

Searching for Joint
venture in the field of
producing and
dispensing fruit juices
and other soft drinks in
HO-RE-CA sector.

the world and became a leader in the European ferry
and offshore markets. The Shipyard has also delivered
over 300 naval vessels for the navies of different
countries. Being a part of Remontowa Holding, allows
Remontowa Shipbuilding to offer complex solutions
ranging from design to fully equipped ships. The
Shipyard specializes in technologically advanced
projects, as evidenced by the fact that over the past 16
years it delivered more than 30 LNG-powered vessels.
LOT Polish Airlines is the national flag carrier of Poland.
Based in Warsaw and established in 1929, it is one of
the worlds oldest airlines still in operation. With a fleet
ca. 50 aircraft, LOT operates a network to more than 60
destinations in Europe, the Middle East, North America
and Asia. It is the only airline in the region of Central
and Eastern Europe to offer direct long haul flights to
New York City, Chicago, Toronto, Beijing, Seoul and
Tokio. LOT is also one of the founder airlines of the Star
Alliance.
Ptak Warsaw Expo is the biggest Exhibition and
Congress Centre in Central Europe. It was founded as a
place to organize international trade fairs, exhibitions,
congresses, conferences and commercial events also by
external companies. Ptak Warsaw Expo offers 143 000
sq.m. of exhibition space in 6 modern halls and more
than 500 000 sq.m. of external surface. With its
excellent location, 10 min drive to Polandâ€™s biggest
airport - Chopin International Airport, 15 min drive to
Warsaw city center and direct proximity of the
intersection of the most important express roads and
motorways the S7, S8, A2 Ptak Warsaw Expo boasts a
quick and easy access from both national and
international communications. Due to its numerous
advantages, Ptak Warsaw Expo provides perfect
conditions for business meetings at the highest level.
EVPÃš a.s. is well-know private venture dealing with RD,
manufacturing and testing of special, power electronics
and variety of customer solutions.
We produce fruit juices and other soft drinks for postmix solutions. In hotels, restaurants and other
foodbeverage locations we set up our dispensing
machines, therefore providing freshly mixed drinks for
guests. Our reference list includes premium brands like
Hilton, Sheraton, Kempinsky, Holiday Inn, Ramada and

many others. We serve international clients in more
then 20 countries in Europe and Asia.
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INTRI D.O.O.

Slovenia

Manufacturing,
Service Provider

Joint Venture,
Technical
Collaboration

INOVATIONS
AND
DEVELOPMEN
T
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Cavidi AB

Sweden

Manufacturing

Technical
Collaboration,
Others

HealthCare
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PPAM Solkraft
Sweden AB

Sweden

Manufacturing

Import,
Investment in
India, Joint
Venture,
Technical
Collaboration

Renewable
Energy

38

Skoda Power P
Ltd.

Sweden

Manufacturing,
Import/Export,
Trader

Export, Import,
Investment in
India, Joint
Venture,

Energy, Power

*Knowhow providing 3D PRINTING -3D
scanning and
digitalisation -design
and delopment
processes consulting
and education -3D
software education
*Service providing consulting for 3D
technology
implementation -scale
models for
presentation of realestate investment -3D
print -3D scanning Prototyping -mobile
aplications turist
mobile guides
Possibilities for
Joinventure
partnership in India.
Meet teams who have
interests in healthcare
segment. Also
opportunity to have
good contacts from the
industry
Active engagement
within Renewable
Energy domain and
leading knowledge
transfer and
adaptation of Swedish
Technology in India.

We are the Czech
Republic based Steam
Turbine manufacturer

We are comapny with knowledge of 3D technology. Im
working with 3D since 2005. Our core business is
devided on two sectors 1 service providing -scale model
making Real-estate ivestment, architects, geospatial prototyping industry, design, medicine, prosthetics -3D
scanning culture heritage, prosthetics, tooling and
quality control -Reverse engineering tooling, culture
heritage 2 Saling of 3D technologies, training and
service providing -3D printers -3D scanners -3D
softwares Red line of company is froms sketch to
prototype! With other words come to us with challenge,
we will solve it!

We provide technology tools in the area of molecular
diagnostics with focus into HIVAIDS segment

PPAM Solkraft constructs and installs solar power plants
for all types of customers â€“ companies, house
owners, industries, municipalities i.e. We supply
everything from single solar panels to turnkey
installations. A combination of skilled staff, close ties
with our suppliers, the ability to deliver faster and
aesthetically designed solar power plants makes us
unique on the Swedish market. We have, in recent
years, supplied and installed photovoltaic systems
throughout Sweden and today PPAM SOLKRAFT is one
of the leading players in the solar power field in
Sweden.
Yes, SKODA Power P Ltd. is the 100 subsidiary company
of the Europe based Doosan SKODA Power s.r.o into the
Steam Turbine manufacturing since 1904 for Thermal
Power sector globally. in 2009 The Company has been

Technical
Collaboration,
Others
Export, Import,
Investment in
India, Joint
Venture,
Others
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Hanumant
Switzerland AG

Switzerla
nd

Manufacturing,
Service
Provider,
Import/Export,
Trader, Legal
Consultancy

Commodities,
Entertainment
, Management
Consultancy,
Supply Chain
Solution and
Real Estate
and
Infrastructure.
We has a
group are
investor,
importer exporter and
global
management
consultant.
Cosmetics,
Dermocosmeti
cs
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Ozonland
Health
Products

Turkey

Manufacturing

Export

41

ANKA MAKINE
A.S.

Turkey

Manufacturing

Import,
Technical
Collaboration

process
equipment

42

Taskutuphanes
i

Turkey

Manufacturing,
Import/Export,
Trader

Export,
Investment in
India, Joint
Venture

natural stone

for thermal power
sector

acquired by an South Korean conglomerate named
Doosan Heavy Industries.

business interest are in
to Commodities ,
Entertainment,
Management
Consultancy , Supply
Chain Solution and
Real Estate and
Infrastructure. We has
a group are investor ,
importer - exporter
and global
management
consultant.

Hanumant Group business interest are in to
Commodities , Entertainment, Management
Consultancy , Supply Chain Solution and Real Estate and
Infrastructure. We has a group are investor , importer exporter and global management consultant. Over the
year we have invested and also assisted our clients
worldwide to source quality products competitively so
that they are able to conquer the challenges of rapidly
changing business environment. All products are
procured of Best quality and from reputed supply
sources after research , studying market trends,
Technical ,Fundamentals, Stocks, sowing , harvesting,
climate, production activities, and demand - supply
situation

Our company is
producing an organic
ozonized skin care
serum. I am planning
to sell this product in
India.
PROCESS EQUIPMENT,
ENGINEERING
COLLABORATION
PARTNERSHIP

Our company has been founded by Mr. Muhammed
Ä°kbal BaÅŸ in 2014. We are manufacturing organic
cosmetic products.

*natural stones * block
and slab marble
*current advertisiment
technologies
*development of

Anka Makine is a company specializing in the design,
development and delivery of innovative liquid
concentration, powder processing solutions and starch
processing equipment. Our customers come from the
international dairy, food and beverage,Â starch,
pharmaceutical, chemical and alcoholÂ industries.
OurÂ manufacturing facility is in Hatay, supports
customers worldwide with product and process
experience, pilot testing of new production processes,
and knowledge sharing. Comprising projects of all sizes
from single plant and equipment to fully engineered
process lines, solutions have proved their superiority in
terms of quality, consistency, flexibility, availability and
cost-efficiency.
stone library is Antalya turkey based company which
had exhibition space include 1300 natural Turkish
stones. we are exporter and trader of these stones. we
also served as block and slab supplier.

quality standarts
*exhibitor
43

EYAP VITRA

Turkey

Manufacturing

Export, Import,
Joint Venture

Building
Materials

VitrA is leading
bathroom ware
manufacturer from
Turkey and during the
Forum, we would be
looking forward to
meeting potential
business partners.

44

Eczacibasi

Turkey

Manufacturing

Others

Ceramic
industries

Meeting with the
potential client and
develop B2B
relationship. Also
seeking the investment
possibilities.

e EczacÄ±baÅŸÄ± Building Products Division operates
globally and owns a total of 15 manufacturing facilities
9 spread out over Germany, Russia and France and 6 in
Turkey. Combined, these factories produce an average
of 5 million ceramics sanitary ware, 36 million square
meters of ceramic and wall tiles, 370 thousand modules
of bathroom furniture, 3 million faucets, 350 thousand
bathtubs, 2,5 million bathroom accessories, 150
thousand concealed cisterns and 550 thousand WC pan
seats and covers every year. With a wide range of
products and an extensive distribution network,
EczacÄ±baÅŸÄ± Building Products Division currently
exports its products to more than 75 countries. It has
become a globally recognised supplier of bathroom
products and tiles through acquiring the Engers
Keramik, Villeroy Boch Fliesen and Burgbad, alongside
VitrA.
Founded in 1942, EczacÄ±baÅŸÄ± is a prominent
Turkish industrial group with 49 companies, more than
13,300 employees and a combined net turnover of TL
8.4 billion in 2015. EczacÄ±baÅŸÄ±â€™s core sectors
are building products, consumer products and
healthcare. Additionally, the Group is active in finance,
information technology, welding technology, mining,
and property development. In Turkey, EczacÄ±baÅŸÄ±
is the leader in most of its businesses with some of the
most effective distribution networks in the country for
building products, pharmaceuticals, and fast-moving
consumer goods. Globally, EczacÄ±baÅŸÄ± has
established itself among the worldâ€™s top providers of
bathroom and tiling solutions for homes and
commercial venues with its VitrA, Burgbad, Villeroy and
Boch Tiles, and Engers brands. It is also a major exporter
of tissue paper, welding electrodes, electronic smart
cards and industrial raw materials such as clay and
feldspar.

